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Part 1: Adventure, Romanticism, and a Good Cigar 

Isaac Manuel Francisco Albéniz was born on May 29, 1860 in Camprodón, the Catalan province of Gerona in northeastern Spain.  As a child he was exceptionally gifted at the piano and gave his first public performance in Barcelona at the age of four.  Two years later his mother took him to Paris where, for nine months, he studied privately with Antoine Francois Marmontel, a renowned professor of piano at the Paris Conservatory.  An attempt was made to enroll Albéniz at the Conservatory, but the boy was denied admission because he was too young.  Upon returning to Spain he gave several concerts and published his first composition, Marcha Militar.1 (​http:​/​​/​www.lib.umd.edu​/​PAL​/​YALE​/​albeniz5.html#1​)

In 1868 the Albéniz family moved to Madrid where Isaac began studying at the Escuela Nacional de Música y Declamación (now the Royal Conservatory of Music).  The boy’s astonishing pianistic ability inspired great praise and he was acclaimed as Spain’s greatest prodigy, often being compared to Mozart.  Soon, however, Albéniz became restless and impatient with his studies.  Unhappy with his situation, he rebelled and began running away from home.  Legend has it that, at age twelve, he fled to Argentina as a stowaway on a ship.  While there he is said to have eked out a living playing in cafes until he was able to organize a series of concerts which yielded a considerable amount of money - enough to enable him to travel on to Cuba, Puerto Rico, and the United States.  According to Gilbert Chase and others, once in New York, the nearly destitute Albéniz had to work as a dock porter, transporting the baggage of well-to-do travelers as they disembarked from Spanish ships.  These same writers say that Albéniz also played the piano in water-front dives, attracting attention by playing with the backs of his fingers while facing away from the piano!  "With this stunt he made enough money to travel as far as San Francisco, and to pay his way back to Europe."2 (​http:​/​​/​www.lib.umd.edu​/​PAL​/​YALE​/​albeniz5.html#2​)  

In reality, Albéniz first performed in the New World in the spring of 1875 when he gave a series of concerts in Puerto Rico.  From there he traveled to Cuba where, in the fall of 1875, he gave several more concerts before returning to Spain.  As for the young Albéniz being a stowaway, the record shows that his father, a Spanish customs inspector, was transferred to Havana, Cuba in April 1875, and that the elder Albéniz sailed from the port of Cádiz on the 30th of that month to begin his new assignment.  The record also shows that Isaac performed in Cádiz the night before his father's departure.  Hence, we can safely assume that our restless prodigy first sailed to the New World in the company of his father.3 (​http:​/​​/​www.lib.umd.edu​/​PAL​/​YALE​/​albeniz5.html#3​)

Upon returning to Spain, the 15 year old Albéniz gave concerts in several Spanish cities, including Barcelona, Valencia, and Salamanca.  Realizing that his child prodigy days were nearing an end, and that the transition from child prodigy to mature artist is never a simple one, Albéniz enrolled at the Leipzig Conservatory in May 1876.  There he hoped to gain the measure of credibility that one gets from studying at a world famous institution.4 (​http:​/​​/​www.lib.umd.edu​/​PAL​/​YALE​/​albeniz5.html#4​)  While there he studied piano with Louis Maas and composition with Salomon Jadassohn, both of whom were students of  Liszt.  Short of money, ill at ease with the German language, and unhappy with the rigorous discipline imposed on him by his teachers, Albéniz returned to Spain after spending less two months5 (​http:​/​​/​www.lib.umd.edu​/​PAL​/​YALE​/​albeniz5.html#5​) in the Saxon city where Bach, Schumann, and Mendelssohn once dwelled.

Later that same year, with the help of Count Guillermo Morphy, private secretary to King Alfonso XII, Albéniz obtained a royal stipend to study at the Brussels Conservatory where, in 1879, he won first prize in piano performance.  Following this he made a well-publicized tour of Europe.6 (​http:​/​​/​www.lib.umd.edu​/​PAL​/​YALE​/​albeniz5.html#6​)  His greatest ambition at the time, however, was to study with Franz Liszt.  Therefore, at age twenty, he left Brussels for Budapest in order to fulfill his dream.

There are many conflicting accounts as to how long Albéniz studied with Liszt.  Most sources give a period ranging from six months to two years and indicate that Albéniz followed Liszt from Budapest to Rome and Weimar.  And then there is the entry in Albéniz’s own diary, quoted by the Argentine musicologist Miguel Raux Deledicque, stating that Albéniz stayed in Budapest a total of just seven days and saw Liszt only once, on the 18th of August 1880, a few days before Liszt departed Budapest for Rome (where Albéniz did not accompany him).  In reality Albéniz never even met Liszt, let alone study with him, because Liszt was in Weimar, Germany on the 18th of August 1880, not Budapest.  Albéniz, it seems, traveled all the way to the Hungarian capital only to find that Liszt was not in residence there at that time.  And the entry in his journal was probably meant to placate his father who helped fund this excursion.7 (​http:​/​​/​www.lib.umd.edu​/​PAL​/​YALE​/​albeniz5.html#7​)

Upon discovering that Liszt was unavailable, Albéniz returned to Madrid where he spent the next couple of years giving concerts and touring the principal towns and cities of Spain.  For a while he was also the manager and conductor of a traveling zarzuela company.  It was around this time that he composed his first works for the musical theater, three zarzuelas, "one of which, Cantalones de Gracia, was well received by the Madrid press."8 (​http:​/​​/​www.lib.umd.edu​/​PAL​/​YALE​/​albeniz5.html#8​)

The year 1883 was a major turning point in Albéniz's life.  After a South American tour, he settled in Barcelona where he made the acquaintance of Felipe Pedrell (1841-1922), who is sometimes described as the father of Spanish music.  Pedrell was a teacher, composer, and musicologist who had done a considerable amount of research in old Spanish music.  An ardent nationalist, it was "his conviction that Spanish composers should write Spanish music," i.e., music rooted in Spanish culture, "acquiring its idiom and techniques from native folk songs and dances.  Pedrell's ideas made a deep impression on Albéniz,"9 (​http:​/​​/​www.lib.umd.edu​/​PAL​/​YALE​/​albeniz5.html#9​) who up to this point, composed almost exclusively in the European salon style of the time.  That is, he composed mostly short, simple piano pieces in the style of Schubert, Chopin, and Brahms.10 (​http:​/​​/​www.lib.umd.edu​/​PAL​/​YALE​/​albeniz5.html#10​)  The other major event of 1883 was Albéniz’s marriage to one of his pupils, Rosita Jordana.

In 1885 the couple moved to Madrid where Albéniz quickly established himself as a piano teacher and virtuoso performer of the highest rank.  His playing was so impressive it was often compared to that of Liszt and Anton Rubinstein, the two most celebrated pianists of the 19th century.  His career as a concert pianist reached its peak during the years 1889-92 when he toured Great Britain, Germany, Austria, Belgium, and France.11 (​http:​/​​/​www.lib.umd.edu​/​PAL​/​YALE​/​albeniz5.html#11​)  His greatest success came in London where he gave several recitals, the first of which took place at Prince’s Hall on June 12, 1889.  This was followed by performances at St. James Hall, Steinway Hall, and the Crystal Palace.  The measure of Albéniz’s success is demonstrated by the following review of his Prince’s Hall recital.  Also of interest here is the mention of a heretofore undisclosed relationship to the Queen of Spain; a slight exaggeration, but nevertheless, something that should not be overlooked by the reader.

SENOR ALBÉNIZ - Daily Telegraph, June 13th [1889] - A Spanish Pianist - Spain is now sending us artists of her best; and, while Mr. Sarasate reigns supreme amongst our violinists during his temporary sojourn in this country, it is fitting that his native land should be represented as to another branch of executive art, by a pianists of exceptional ability.  At Mr. J. [sic] Albéniz’s recital in Prince’s Hall yesterday afternoon, amateurs recognized the presence of a performer who, even amid the clash of many distinguished rivalries, may fairly claim the attention due to very remarkable gifts and acquirements.  Mr. Albéniz holds the post of pianist to the Queen Regent of Spain.12 (​http:​/​​/​www.lib.umd.edu​/​PAL​/​YALE​/​albeniz5.html#12​)  The question why he does so had an immediate answer when he sat down to play. Nothing could exceed the neatness, accuracy, and general artistic qualities of his work in pieces such as those chosen from Scarlatti and others, which made no demand upon "storm and stress."  In impassioned moments Mr. Albéniz sometimes got out of his depth, and floundered about after a fashion made familiar by long experience of modern pianism.  Apart from these occasions there was a call for nothing but praise of delicate taste, refined reading, and dainty execution.  The Spanish artist dealt mainly with Beethoven’s Moonlight Sonata and Chopin’s work of the same class in B flat minor, supplementing these by extracts from Mayer, Liszt, Brassin [who was one of Albéniz’s piano teachers at the Brussels Conservatory], and his own compositions.  We are disposed to believe that his strength lies, like that of many other pianists, in the rendering of such compositions as Liszt’s Forest Murmurs, and comparative trifles of a kindred sort.  Anyhow, these be dashed off yesterday in a style made perfectly charming by observance of all that constitutes true pianoforte playing.  Mr. Albéniz was applauded with genuine enthusiasm after nearly every item in his long programme.13 (​http:​/​​/​www.lib.umd.edu​/​PAL​/​YALE​/​albeniz5.html#13​)

But not all of his reviews were this impressive,14 (​http:​/​​/​www.lib.umd.edu​/​PAL​/​YALE​/​albeniz5.html#14​) nor were all his concerts well attended.15 (​http:​/​​/​www.lib.umd.edu​/​PAL​/​YALE​/​albeniz5.html#15​)  Unfortunately for Albéniz, at the time, there were simply too many truly gifted pianists vying for the attention of the London public and press for him to remain in the spotlight for any length of time.  Paderewski, Vladimir de Pachmann, Sophie Mentor, Teresa Carreño, and Arthur Friedheim - to name but a few of many competing keyboard virtuosos - each gave several recitals in London in the spring of 1890 alone, and this fierce competition no doubt diminished Albéniz’s prospects for commercial success.16 (​http:​/​​/​www.lib.umd.edu​/​PAL​/​YALE​/​albeniz5.html#16​)

Amid all this activity, Albéniz composed a considerable amount of music in a variety of styles; e.g., the Suites Anciennes, three suites of neo-baroque dances dating from around 1886; Deseo: Estudio de concierto, Op. 40, a concert etude in the style of Liszt; and his Chopinesque first piano concerto, Concierto fantastico, Op. 78, also composed around 1886.  But more importantly, it was during this time that he began producing instrumental music that showed the influence of Spanish idioms.  Pieces such as Suite Española, Op. 47 (Granada, Cataluña, Sevilla, and Cuba only), Seis Danzas Españolas, and Rapsodia Española, Op. 70 for piano and orchestra were all composed circa 1886-87.  Torre Bermeja (Op. 92, No. 12), which was included in the aforementioned Prince’s Hall program, was written in 1889.17 (​http:​/​​/​www.lib.umd.edu​/​PAL​/​YALE​/​albeniz5.html#17​)

Albéniz spent the years 1890 to 1893 mostly in London, where his interest in writing for the musical stage was rekindled.  In addition to composing piano music and regularly giving concerts in London and other major European cities, he wrote some successful operettas and songs which led to him being temporarily appointed principal composer and conductor at the Prince of Wales Theatre.18 (​http:​/​​/​www.lib.umd.edu​/​PAL​/​YALE​/​albeniz5.html#18​)  In 1893 he was offered this as a permanent position, but he declined the offer and instead moved back to Spain and then to Paris in the fall of 1894.19 (​http:​/​​/​www.lib.umd.edu​/​PAL​/​YALE​/​albeniz5.html#19​)  Shortly before leaving London, Albéniz entered into a contract with a wealthy English banker, Francis Money-Coutts (Lord Latymer), whose preferred vocation was writing poetic dramas that he longed to have set to music and staged.  Yielding to temptation and the prospect of financial security for himself and his young family, Albéniz agreed to set Money-Coutts’ librettos to music.  The collaboration was not very successful and it is said to have caused Albéniz a considerable amount of mental anguish.  They completed only three operas and some songs before the partnership dissolved in 1905.  Nevertheless, their second opera, Pepita Jimenez, based on a well-known novel by Juan Valera, "remains noteworthy among modern Spanish operas, and it obtained a considerable European success, receiving performances in Barcelona (1896), Prague (1897), Brussels (1905), and Paris (Opera-Comique, June 18, 1923)."20 (​http:​/​​/​www.lib.umd.edu​/​PAL​/​YALE​/​albeniz5.html#20​)

At the time Albéniz was composing these operas, he was living in Paris where he developed close personal relationships with many of the city’s most distinguished musicians.  "He was a frequent guest at the home of Ernest Chausson, where he met such composers as Fauré, Dukas, d'Indy and Charles Bordes.  Through the two last-mentioned he was brought into the inner sanctum of [the newly-founded] Schola Cantorum"21 (​http:​/​​/​www.lib.umd.edu​/​PAL​/​YALE​/​albeniz5.html#21​) where, during the winter of 1897-1898, he taught an advanced piano course.  This rich musical environment, which was shaped by the ideas of César Franck,22 (​http:​/​​/​www.lib.umd.edu​/​PAL​/​YALE​/​albeniz5.html#22​) had a great impact upon Albéniz.  As he came under its influence, he began to feel that his earlier works were inadequate, that they lacked sophistication, "and that he should attempt something more ambitious, something of greater architectural scope and more impressive dimensions."23 (​http:​/​​/​www.lib.umd.edu​/​PAL​/​YALE​/​albeniz5.html#23​)  The final phase of Albéniz's career had begun.  

After 1900, Albéniz’s life took a turn for the worse.  He suffered from Bright’s disease, a kidney disorder that eventually took his life, his wife had also become seriously ill, and the death of one of their three children caused him great pain.  During this time, he failed to complete several lyric works he had begun and was unable to get the one that he did complete (Merlin, 1898-1902) performed.24 (​http:​/​​/​www.lib.umd.edu​/​PAL​/​YALE​/​albeniz5.html#24​)

Frustrated and in poor health, Albéniz turned his back on writing for the lyric stage and returned to the solitary task of composing piano music.  Between 1905 and 1909 he produced his masterpiece, Iberia, a suite of twelve piano pieces collected in four books.  Works of remarkable sophistication and technical difficulty, these "twelve new impressions" – as they are called in the subtitle – constitute an imaginative synthesis of Spanish (i.e., mostly Andalusian) folk idioms, Impressionism and European/Romantic styles influenced by Liszt, Dukas and d'Indy.

"With Iberia, Albéniz wrote his swan song."25 (​http:​/​​/​www.lib.umd.edu​/​PAL​/​YALE​/​albeniz5.html#25​)  In March of 1909, nearly incapacitated by his affliction, he moved with his family from Nice (where they had been living since 1903) to Cambo-les-Bains in the French Pyrenees.  There he died on May 18, 1909.  His body was taken to Barcelona and buried in the Southwest Churchyard.  Isaac Albéniz is always described as having been a kind and generous man with a keen sense of humor, an extrovert who was loved and respected by all who new him.

 
Part 2: The Nationalist Movement in Nineteenth-Century Spain 

The nationalist movement in Spain first emerged in the early 1830's as a reaction against the virtual monopoly that Italian composers and singers exercised over the lyric theaters of Spain, and in particular the Royal Theater of Madrid.  Supplanted by Italian opera, Spain's native lyric theater had completely vanished by that time.26 (​http:​/​​/​www.lib.umd.edu​/​PAL​/​YALE​/​albeniz5.html#26​)  The first successful opposition to this foreign domination emerged during the 1840's in the form of the modern zarzuela; a home-grown genre of musical theater with spoken dialogue, characteristic and often humorous Spanish subjects, and typically Spanish songs, dances and instrumentation (i.e., guitars and castanets were added to the orchestra).

One of the earliest composers of zarzuelas was Francisco Asenjo Barbieri (1823-1894).  His masterpieces Pan y toros (Bread and Bulls, 1864) and El barberillo de Lavapiés (The Little Barber of Lavapiés, 1874) are among the most outstanding zarzuelas ever composed.  Manuel de Falla, who was generally very critical of this genre, said of these works:

Two zarzuelas by Barbieri have a special merit: Pan y toros  and El barberillo de Lavapiés, for they evoke the rhythmic and  melodic characters of Spanish song and dance at the end of the eighteenth  and the beginning of the nineteenth centuries.  These works exerted, beyond  any doubt, a great influence on Spanish composers, giving our music, from  the 1850s [sic] to the works of Isaac Albéniz and Enrique Granados,  features that distinguish it from all the others.27 (​http:​/​​/​www.lib.umd.edu​/​PAL​/​YALE​/​albeniz5.html#27​)

Barbieri was also the most eminent Spanish musicologist of his time, and the discoverer of the so-called Cancionero de Palacio in 1870.  This huge collection of four hundred and sixty polyphonic songs of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries was edited by Barbieri and published in Madrid in 1890.  Musicologically, the importance of this collection can hardly be exaggerated.

Following in the footsteps of Barbieri was Felipe Pedrell (1841-1922) who, as previously mentioned, had directly influenced Albéniz.  As a musicologist Pedrell's achievements were many.  Delving into Spain's rich musical past, he resurrected the works of many great but nearly forgotten Spanish composers.  Included in the eight volumes of his Hispaniae schola musica sacra, which he began publishing in 1894, are compositions by Cabezón, Victoria, Morales, and other outstanding sixteenth-century Spanish polyphonists.  He also compiled and edited a large collection of keyboard works by Spanish organists (Antología de organistas clasicos españoles, 1908).  At the other end of the musical spectrum, his published collections of Spanish folk music (Cancionero musical popular español, 1918-22) were also of immense importance, even if the purity of his editions was occasionally suspect.  As a composer he was not a success.  His numerous compositions, which included a number of operas, found no public favor, and posterity has largely confirmed the verdict of his day.28 (​http:​/​​/​www.lib.umd.edu​/​PAL​/​YALE​/​albeniz5.html#28​)  It has been suggested that Pedrell's shortcoming as a composer was that "he interpreted his own doctrine too literally.  In attempting to give a national color to his operas", he used an abundance of borrowed material, not all of which is "sufficiently integrated into the texture of the work."29 (​http:​/​​/​www.lib.umd.edu​/​PAL​/​YALE​/​albeniz5.html#29​)

Today, Pedrell is mostly remembered as the teacher/spiritual leader of his three famous disciples: Albéniz, Enrique Granados and Manuel de Falla.  The following account, in Pedrell's own words, not only sums up his relationship to Albéniz, it gives considerable insight into the characters of both Albéniz and Pedrell:

I noticed ... that when we discussed these technical problems and  others more difficult still, that much grieved, he would withdraw into  himself; and when I realized that he did not understand the arid regulations, I determined in the future never again to talk to him about  rules, chords, resolutions and other technical hieroglyphics; but to dwell  on a fine and cultivated taste, merely seeing to it that so extraordinary an intelligence was correctly guided.  And thus, since quite indirectly and  unconsciously he had a solid training, due to the magnificent literature  of the piano, I was finally able to say to him, to stimulate his imagination,  'To the devil with all the rules! Fling them into the fire,  all these treatises on harmony, counterpoint and composition, these  theories of instrumentation and whatnot, which were not written for you,  and which in the end will only paralyze your natural genius.'30 (​http:​/​​/​www.lib.umd.edu​/​PAL​/​YALE​/​albeniz5.html#30​)

Shortly after the resurgent zarzuela had come into its own (circa 1850-1860), instrumental music, which had long been neglected in Spain, also experienced a revival.  The most prominent Spanish musician (instrumentalist) of this time was Pablo de Sarasate (1844-1908), the aforementioned internationally renowned violin virtuoso whose interpretive style and brilliant technique captivated audiences in every country of Europe as well as North and South America.  Born at Pamplona in the Basque region of northern Spain, he was educated at the Paris Conservatory, from which he graduated at age 13 with first prizes in violin and solfege.  At 15 he began touring Europe as a mature virtuoso.  His playing inspired several leading composers, including Camille Saint-Saëns, Edourd Lalo and Max Bruch, to dedicate important works to him.  Sarasate himself also wrote a considerable amount of music for the violin – 54 opus numbers in all.  His compositions demonstrate a nationalism clearly rooted in Spanish folk music and a proclivity to dazzling virtuoso display.31 (​http:​/​​/​www.lib.umd.edu​/​PAL​/​YALE​/​albeniz5.html#31​)  "He was, moreover, one of those who contributed most efficaciously to popularizing 'the Spanish idiom' abroad, sharing honors [in this respect] with Albéniz" and Granados who came after him.32 (​http:​/​​/​www.lib.umd.edu​/​PAL​/​YALE​/​albeniz5.html#32​)  Among Sarasate’s best known works are the four books of Spanish Dances for violin and piano (1878-82) and his fantasy on Bizet’s Carmen for violin and orchestra (1883).  Less known, but equally ingenious, is his brilliant Navarra for two violins and piano (1889).

In the history of Spanish music the names Isaac Albéniz and Enrique Granados are inextricably linked together.  And although certain parallels exist between these men and their music, the sources of their inspiration were quite different.  Both were born in Catalonia, approximately seven years apart.  Both were students of Pedrell and ardent exponents of his nationalist doctrine.  Both were renowned pianists and composers known primarily for their piano music.  But beyond these similarities the resemblance fades.  Albéniz, who had an outgoing personality, was more adventurous and less disciplined, and nearly all of his best music was inspired by Andalusian culture.  Granados, on the other hand, had none of the thirst for adventure that the young Albéniz had; in fact he disliked traveling.  Born in Lerida on July 29, 1867, he showed early signs of musical talent.  After his family moved to Barcelona he began studying piano with Joan Baptista Pujol, and some years later (1883), composition with Pedrell.  In 1887 Granados went to Paris to study piano with Charles de Beriot, a renowned professor at the Conservatory.  Returning to Barcelona in 1889, he began his concert career shortly thereafter with a highly successful debut performance at the Teatro Lirico in 1890.  "His first success as a composer came in Madrid in 1898 with the opening of his opera Maria del Carmen, a work that earned him a decoration from the King."33 (​http:​/​​/​www.lib.umd.edu​/​PAL​/​YALE​/​albeniz5.html#33​)

Although Granados composed a great variety of music, including orchestral pieces and an abundance of chamber music, today he is best known for his piano music, especially the suite Goyescas (1911), which he later expanded into an opera by the same name, and his Tonadillas al estilo antiquo for voice and piano (1912).   These miniature masterpieces are an attempt by Granados to give musical expression to his idealized vision of late eighteenth/early nineteenth century Madrid.  Both were inspired by the paintings and sketches of the legendary Spanish artist Francisco Goya (1746-1828), whom Granados idolized.  As such, this music tends to look more to the past, to a time when the cultural life of the Spanish capital was concentrated in its street and squares and majas and majos,34 (​http:​/​​/​www.lib.umd.edu​/​PAL​/​YALE​/​albeniz5.html#34​) clad in brightly colored costumes, strolled down gas lit boulevards teeming with life; when street fairs, religious processions, performances by strolling jugglers and musicians, and even bullfights – which back then often took place in open plazas – were an integral part of the city’s bustling street life.

Granados, like Goya before him, was inspired by this great mélange of life and what he believed was the most colorful and romantic moment in his nation’s history.  This doesn’t mean, however, that he was impervious to the earthier, less urbane music of Andalusia, that which fired the imagination of Albéniz.  On the contrary, Andalusian dance rhythms, cante jondo-like35 (​http:​/​​/​www.lib.umd.edu​/​PAL​/​YALE​/​albeniz5.html#35​) melodies, and dominant-centered Phrygian harmonies are found in some of his finest and most effective compositions, most notably Spanish Dances Nos. 2, 5, 11, and 12.36 (​http:​/​​/​www.lib.umd.edu​/​PAL​/​YALE​/​albeniz5.html#36​)  These characteristic traits are even found in Goyescas.

The story of Granados' death sheds as much light on the status of Spanish music in the second decade of the twentieth century as it does on the character of the man.  At the time of his death, Granados – along with Manuel de Falla – was the foremost Spanish composer of his day.  The following account of this tragic event is told by Tomas Marco:

For several years Granados worked on his collection of piano  compositions titled Goyescas, which received its premiere in  Barcelona on March 9, 1911, with the composer himself at the piano.  He  presented it to great acclaim a short while later in the Salle Pleyel in  Paris, where it was so successful that he was awarded the Legion of Honor.   The Paris Opera suggested to the composer that he write an opera based on  the music, and he went to Switzerland to do so.  The resulting opera was  received enthusiastically in Paris, but the outbreak of the First World  War prevented it from being staged. Granados then offered it to the New York Metropolitan Opera, which produced it, with the composer himself  appearing onstage at its premiere on January 26, 1916.  Immediately  afterward, Granados accepted President Woodrow Wilson's invitation to give  a recital in the White House.  This recital meant losing passage on a ship  that was to take him directly to Spain and returning instead by way of  Liverpool.  He and his wife were on the steamer Sussex when it was  torpedoed by a German submarine as it crossed the English Channel.  Granados found safety on a life raft but then attempted to rescue his  wife; both perished.  The date was March 24, 1916.37 (​http:​/​​/​www.lib.umd.edu​/​PAL​/​YALE​/​albeniz5.html#37​)

The triumph of Spain’s greatest musicians on the international stage was not replicated inside their native land, however, and the apparent indifference and/or hostility toward their music is usually attributed to the conservative (if not uncultivated) taste of the Spanish musical establishment and concert-going public.  In an article on modern Spanish music published in 1908, the French critic Georges Baudin summed up this unfortunate situation as follows:

Spain is a beautiful but indifferent woman . . . And this general,  indolent, indifference is especially fatal to musicians [who cannot escape  across her borders].38 (​http:​/​​/​www.lib.umd.edu​/​PAL​/​YALE​/​albeniz5.html#38​)

The efforts of Sarasate, Albéniz, and Granados paved the way for Manuel de Falla (1876-1946) who is generally regarded as the greatest composer in the history of Spanish music.  But because all of Falla's masterpieces were composed in the twentieth century, he need not be discussed in the context of this essay.  His everlasting contribution to Spanish music has been the subject of numerous books and articles, and it is to these publications that I commend the reader.

 
Part 3: A Synthesis of Styles: The Music of Isaac Albéniz 

Isaac Albéniz was a nationalist composer, and one of the greatest musicians Spain has ever produced.  Among the many musicologists who have researched and written about the music of  Albéniz, and the many pianists who have had occasion to comment on it, there is universal agreement regarding the artistic merit of his magnum opus, Iberia.  Its rich harmonic vocabulary, rhythmic complexity, extensive dynamic range, and the ambitiousness of its architectural design are indeed praiseworthy; and in most respects,  Iberia is a quantum leap forward from Albéniz's earlier works in the nationalist style.  However, if – as the vast majority of the aforementioned commentators have done – we were to focus most of our attention on this one work, we would undoubtedly fail to come to terms with that which is the very essence of Albéniz's music.  

Iberia, after all, is a synthesis of several music styles, including the sophisticated compositional techniques that Albéniz learned in Paris, and the virtuosic piano writing he inherited from Liszt.  His earlier works, on the other hand, are a relatively simple amalgamation of folk idioms and European salon style which stick closer to the source of Albéniz's inspiration, that being the Andalusian musical idiom. 

The Evolution of the Andalusian Musical Idiom

With the Moorish invasion of the Iberian peninsula in 711 A.D. came Arabic cultural influences that would profoundly effect Spanish music and architecture for centuries to come; especially that of Andalusia, the southern-most region of Spain from where Isaac Albéniz drew most of his artistic inspiration.  Unlike Christian music of the same time period, whose function was primarily liturgical, the "religious spirit did not apply to Arabian music.  According to the teachings of the Koran, wine women and song were forbidden pleasures unworthy of a pure and sincere follower of Allah."39 (​http:​/​​/​www.lib.umd.edu​/​PAL​/​YALE​/​albeniz5.html#39​)  But the Arabs and Syrians who settled in Spain were not so puritanical.  Since the time of Abderrahman I (d. 788), the first caliph of Córdoba, the palaces of the rich were wholly given up to these delights.  Large numbers of musicians, singers, poets, and dancers were maintained at court, and the palaces of the wealthy became gathering places for the great profusion of singers and musicians who achieved considerable prominence throughout Arab Spain.40 (​http:​/​​/​www.lib.umd.edu​/​PAL​/​YALE​/​albeniz5.html#40​)

During the whole of the Moorish period (711-1492 and after) music was primarily monodic, meaning that a single melodic line predominated, as in a folk melody.  In melismatic passages, where singers would sing more floridly (several notes to a syllable), the music became  heterophonic; that is, the accompanists were permitted to embellish the melodic line by introducing a simultaneous fourth, fifth or octave.41 (​http:​/​​/​www.lib.umd.edu​/​PAL​/​YALE​/​albeniz5.html#41​)

The musical form of these pieces was dictated by the poetical form, the most favored of which, the zajal and the muwashshah, were characterized by the alteration of a refrain and various stanzas, with the refrain coming first.42 (​http:​/​​/​www.lib.umd.edu​/​PAL​/​YALE​/​albeniz5.html#42​)  In all vocal music of this type there was an obligatory, and sometimes rather lengthy, instrumental prelude, and after each refrain and stanza came an instrumental interlude that served to emphasize the formal structural of the poetry.  At the end of the song, a closing postlude would follow.43 (​http:​/​​/​www.lib.umd.edu​/​PAL​/​YALE​/​albeniz5.html#43​)  This practice of alternating the vocal content with preludes, interludes, and postludes is omnipresent in Andalusian music, even today.  The accompaniment to these songs was performed on a variety of string instruments, both plucked (lutes) and bowed (rebec), along with percussion (tambourines).

 The next major development in Andalusian music was largely brought about by the Gypsies who first arrived in Barcelona in 1477.  Fanning out across the Peninsula, they established colonies in those provinces most congenial to their way of life.  Chief among these was Andalusia, and in particular the kingdom of Nasrid Granada, at that time the last Moslem stronghold on the Iberian peninsula.  Here, in what has since come to be regarded as the well-spring on Spanish Gypsy culture, the Gitanos  dwelled with relative impunity until 1499, when the Spanish monarchy began enacting laws designed to inhibit their freewheeling lifestyle.  "In spite of the fact that many of these laws were framed during the same period that the Spanish Inquisition was striving to destroy all vestiges of Moslem, Jewish and Protestant influence in Spain, the Gypsies, notorious for their contempt of religious observances, were never persecuted on that score."44 (​http:​/​​/​www.lib.umd.edu​/​PAL​/​YALE​/​albeniz5.html#44​)  But when the expulsions and conversions of the Moslems began in 1525, and the subsequent prohibition of nearly everything of Eastern origin was affected, the Gypsies, who had adopted much of the Moorish music idiom as their own, had to quickly adapt to the change.  As a result, percussion shifted from metallophones and membranophones (e.g., tambourines) to castanets, hand clapping, and guitars.  Over a period of time the Gypsies – along with other members of the Andalusian underclass that dwelled in and around Gypsy communities – impressed enough of their personality on the Arab rhythms and vocal style to radically transform them.  In effecting these changes they created a musical style of their own.  This transformation gave birth to what is called the cante jondo style, which in turn gave rise to the more modern cante flamenco45 (​http:​/​​/​www.lib.umd.edu​/​PAL​/​YALE​/​albeniz5.html#45​) that is still popular today.

 Contrary to Arabic music, the rhythms of cante jondo and cante flamenco are derived from dances.  In flamenco music, songs and dances are usually combined by the group of singers, dancers, and guitarists that performs them.  While most songs are accompanied and danced, others are not.  In either case, the rhythms are almost always ternary and the phrases are generally four measures long.  Within these basic twelve-beat rhythmic units, each dance has a different pattern of accents known as a compás.  These patterns, like identical links in a chain, form the rhythmic ostinato that is the basis of the dance.  Twelve-beat compáses, or "rhythmic cycles", as they are sometimes called, are the foundation of many of the most famous Andalusian songs and dances, including those which Albéniz emulated. 

 Isaac Albéniz and the Andalusian Musical Idiom 

Albéniz incorporated a number of elements of Andalusian music into his compositional style, including dance rhythms, cante jondo-type melodies progressing in conjunct motion within a restricted range, usually a sixth; the use of the Phrygian mode and coloristic Phrygian inflections in non-modal contexts; characteristic ornamentation; and guitar idioms which he transferred to the piano.  The formal construction of most of Albéniz's music is also shaped by Andalusian folk music. 

 Unlike most of his earlier pieces which have the guitar as their instrumental model,  Iberia is largely pianistic.  While the guitar's spirit may permeate this work, its technique has - for the most part - been relegated to characteristic effects.  The earlier works of Albéniz also differ from Iberia in terms of formal construction.  Whereas almost all of the earlier Spanish compositions utilize rather simple ternary structures (sometimes with an introduction or coda), the twelve pieces in Iberia are architecturally quite complex.  "They employ characteristic dance rhythms, many of which alternate with a lyrical vocal refrain, or copla, and often are combined contrapuntally with the copla toward the end of the movement."46 (​http:​/​​/​www.lib.umd.edu​/​PAL​/​YALE​/​albeniz5.html#46​)  In this way, Albéniz is able to develop his themes and thereby achieve a synthesis of the principals of sonata form and the Andalusian practice of alternating coplas with instrumental interludes and/or dance music. 

 The earlier works also utilize characteristic coplas and dance music.  However, prior to Iberia, the juxtaposition of this material is limited to the confines of an ABA form, and little, if any, development ever occurs.

 Various commentators have equated this absence of development with a lack of sophistication, and in doing so they betray their ignorance of both Albéniz and Andalusian music.  To begin with, the development of themes, as in a typical eighteenth or nineteenth-century sonata form, was completely alien to the Andalusian musical idiom prior to Albéniz; and the fact that he chose not to develop his themes during this stage of his career, speaks not of his inability to do so, but rather his adherence to the nationalist doctrine.  One need only look to his Concierto fantastico, Op. 78, to realize the truth in this statement, for in this work Albéniz demonstrates considerable skill in developing his themes in the European tradition.47 (​http:​/​​/​www.lib.umd.edu​/​PAL​/​YALE​/​albeniz5.html#47​)  To suggest that he should have assimilated more foreign influence into his early works in the national style is a contradiction in terms. 

 Albéniz's initial avoidance of such complexities in his stylization of the Andalusian idiom was likewise a product of the socio-cultural conditions of late nineteenth-century Spain.  The matter is well summarized by an unidentified Spanish musician in an interview with the novelist James Michener:

 "When you demand that Falla and Albéniz take Spanish themes and build  from them what Brahms and Dvorák built from theirs, you're out of your  mind.  Germany and Austria of that day had orchestras and opera companies  and string ensembles that needed the music these men were writing.  Spain  did not.  One small orchestra here, another there, a visiting opera  company from Milan, and an audience who only wanted to hear Carmen  and La Bohèm.  The Spanish  audience still doesn't want a symphony or an opera featuring a large  ensemble and a complicated structure.  It wants a short, individualized  work and that's what the Spanish composer learned to supply.  Zarzuela,  not opera.  Because symphonies and operas are not within our  pattern.  Besides, the material that Pedrell resurrected for these men was  ideally suited to individual types of presentation.  In criticizing Falla  and Albéniz for not having produced in the grand manner, you are criticizing  not the composer but the Spanish people, and you are betraying your own lack of  understanding."

 "But do you agree," I asked this Barcelona expert, "that the  themes themselves, those soaring, passionate Spanish statements we find in  Granados and Falla . . . they're better than what Brahms and Dvorák had to work with, aren't they?"

 "Much better.  But if you ask me next, 'then why didn't Spanish  composers build better with those building blocks?'  I'll have to repeat  that your question makes no sense.  It just doesn't relate to the  facts."48 (​http:​/​​/​www.lib.umd.edu​/​PAL​/​YALE​/​albeniz5.html#48​) 

With Iberia, Albéniz brought Spanish music into the twentieth-century.  By greatly enriching its harmonic vocabulary he was able to sustain the listener's interest for longer periods of time, thus expanding his architectural possibilities.49 (​http:​/​​/​www.lib.umd.edu​/​PAL​/​YALE​/​albeniz5.html#49​)  Because he never lost sight of the source of his inspiration, Albéniz was able to produce an original work of art that combines elements of contempory European music with the Andalusian musical idiom. Despite having foreign elements, this work would readily be accepted by his fellow countrymen as their own.

 Iberia: Twelve New “Impressions” in Four Books

An analysis of the individual works that comprise Iberia shows that eight of twelve pieces are in some variant of sonata form; that all but one piece (Lavapiés) were inspired by Andalusian music; and that Albéniz’s use of folk idioms is suggestive.  He draws inspiration from various types of songs or dances – and often utilizes particular rhythmic and melodic elements of a given genre – but never quotes anything verbatim.  As an artist Albéniz preferred to create his own themes.

Book One of Iberia opens with Evocación, a nostalgic reminiscence of the composer’s native land.  Its two principal themes utilize elements of a fandanguillo and jota navarra, respectively.  In Evocación we can hear the distinctly French sound of the whole-tone scale, which gives the piece its impressionistic flavor.  El Puerto was inspired by the little fishing-port town of Santa María on the Bay of Cádiz.  Its principal theme is in the style of a zapateado, a lively dance with intricate footwork.  Albéniz’s genius for emulating the sound of the guitar is apparent in this piece, and where and when he elects to utilize this is significant.  Here, as in many of his works, the introduction, interludes, and flourishes are all very guitaristic, and very Andalusian.  El Corpus Christi en Sevilla is one Albéniz’s most programmatic piano works.  It describes the Corpus Christi Day procession in Seville, during which a statue of the Virgin is carried through the streets accompanied by marching bands, singers, and penitential flagellants.  The piece opens with the sound of drum rolls followed by a march-like theme that grows louder and noisier as the procession continues.  Toward the middle of El Corpus Christi en Sevilla Albéniz inserts a saeta (literally “arrow of song”), a powerfully religious lament sung in free rhythm during the procession by solo singers perched on balconies overlooking the narrow streets.  The saeta first appears beneath a brilliant setting of the opening theme that is soon replaced by a more sedate accompaniment, also in the upper register.  A return of the opening theme (much elaborated) is followed by the pensive coda that concludes the piece.

Book Two begins with Rondeña, named for the Andalusian town of Ronda and the local genre of the fandango that bears its name.  There is much disagreement regarding the appropriateness of this title because Albéniz’s rondeña is rhythmically different from its namesake.  This shouldn’t come as surprise to anyone because, as previously stated, Albéniz was a creative artist, not a purist or a folk musician.  Whether this piece most resembles a malagueña, bulerías, or guajiras (a flamenco form with Cuban roots) is purely academic.  What must be noted here is that Rondeña’s “A” section is built upon a dance rhythm comprised of short two measure phrases in alternating bars of 6/8 and 3/4; that the “B” section is a languid copla which relies on the technique of iterance, the repetition of a note common to cante jondo singing; and that the piece is in quasi sonata form (ABAB’A’ w/coda).  In Almería the 6/8 - 3/4 metric alternation appears mostly in the left hand, while the right hand plays mostly in 6/8.  The rhythmic accents (compás) are similar to that of a siguiriyas, the most jondo of all flamenco rhythms.  The secondary theme is that of a copla in 4/4.  Like the Rondeña copla, this cante jondo theme stresses a repeated note. Triana – the third and last piece of Book Two – is named after the famous Gypsy quarter of Seville.  Its principal themes are derived from a pasodoble (two step) and a sevillanas in triple meter in which Albéniz imitates the sound of castanets and taconeo (heelwork).  Ornamental variations on a lovely copla (secondary) theme are followed by a restatement of the two principal themes, at this point brilliantly transformed and contrapuntally combined.  A quiet coda brings the piece to its conclusion – a final, vociferous statement of the second principal theme.

 The third book of Iberia opens with El Albaicín, named after the famous Gypsy quarter of Granada.  This is one of the most remarkable ‘impressions’ in the collection.  Built on two alternating themes – a dance-like principal theme (bulerías) and a sinuous copla in the cante jondo style – it captures the very essence of Andalusian music. Albéniz’s uncanny ability to simulate the sound and accompanying technique of a flamenco guitar and his treatment of the copla theme in this piece are brilliant, as is his adaptation of the typical flamenco song and dance form.  With El Polo we return to sonata form.  This piece has the emotional intensity of the flamenco song/dance of the same name, but none of the rhythmic qualities.  Albéniz directs that his polo be played ‘toujors dans l’espirit du sanglot’ (‘always in the spirit of a sob’), and these “sobs” are suggested by the broken phrases and syncopated accents that occur throughout the work.  Lavapiés is named after a lively, working-class quarter of Madrid known for its dancehalls and noisy street life.  The density of this score and the sheer profusion of notes and dissonance are intended to characterize the sights and sounds of that district.  The two principal themes are based on the Cuban habanera, a wildly popular dance of late nineteenth Madrid.  This is the most complex piece in Iberia and the only one not directly inspired by Andalusian music and culture.

The fourth and final book of Iberia begins with Málaga, named for the Mediterranean seaport in southwestern Spain.  There are two thematic ideas in this piece: A complex, heavily syncopated rhythm derived from the malagueña, a rhythmically free cante descended from the fandango; and a copla theme in the cante jondo style.  Like the three pieces that comprise Book Two of Iberia, the copla of this piece relies on the technique of iterance. Here the copla is presented against an accompaniment of lively arabesques.  Jerez is named after the Andalusian town of that name renowned for its sherry wine.  Although the underlying compás of Jerez is different from that of a soleares, a genre of song and dance whose name means loneliness (soleá), the characteristic mood associated with certain forms of that genre prevails.  Once again, the copla is a typical cante jondo-style melody moving primarily in stepwise motion within a limited range.  The toque (guitar-like interjections) is based on the rhythmic motive from the tail end of the first principal theme.  And finally we come to Eritaña, named for a tavern on the outskirts of Seville, a tavern notable for flamenco music.  In stark contrast to Jerez, Eritaña is gay, festive and permeated by the rhythms of the sevillanas.  The piece is in sonata form, but there is no contrasting copla section.  Instead there are two interrelated and thoroughly intertwined instrumental themes.
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